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8 Simple Steps for

Black Women to Create

a Wealth-building

Coaching Biz While

Traveling the World



Your Complete Roadmap to Have You Coaching Your Way Around the Globe in No Time Coach MJ

Over the past four years, I've enjoyed complete

control over my time and income as an expert coach

guiding other women as they pursue their dreams. I

know what works and what doesn't.

This guide gives you a simple way to remember the 8

most important things you must do to launch your

epic coaching business rapidly and create total

freedom that unleashes wealth and unlimited

travel...

...even if you have NO CLUE how to get started.

- Coach MJ



Your Complete Roadmap to Coaching Your Way Around the Globe In No Time Coach MJ

 

1. FOCUS ON MANIFESTATION

Focus like laser DAILY on your craziest dreams and most audacious goals for your unlimited income,

total time control, and mind-blowing travel destinations around the world until they are realized.

 

 

2. FIGURE OUT YOUR MASTERY

Identify your area(s) of professional and personal expertise, the bleeding-neck problem you're driven

to solve, and your most dynamic gifts that you'd love to share with your tribe (and that they're

begging you to share with them).

 

3. FIND YOUR MARKET

Identify the group of people who need your magic the most, connect deeply with the pain they're

experiencing now before they've found you, and locate them in the marketplace so you'll know where

to reach them with your offer.

 

 

4. FRAME YOUR MAGIC FORMULA

Outline the steps and support your clients need to go from pain to pleasure, the premium price your

magic formula is worth to the market, and the model and team you'll need to bring your offer to

fruition.

 
5. FINE-TUNE YOUR MESSAGING

Craft compelling, irresistible messaging that stands out from the crowd, connects with your tribe at

the point of highest impact, and drives them to act now by reaching out to work with you.

 
6. FACILITATE YOUR MARKETING

Identify the most effective channels to distribute your messaging for maximum impact to make

yourself easy to find for the people already searching for your perfect solution.

 

7. FULFILL YOUR MASTERCLASS

Serve your clients and help them achieve their desired outcomes within a short timeframe by

leveraging technology to deliver instruction, support, accountability, camaraderie, and progress

measurement.

 

8. FOLLOW YOUR MENTOR

Hire and align closely with your expert coach who will show you the ropes and shorten your

learning curve for building a lucrative coaching business within a few months--AND I'M HERE TO

HELP YOU (keep reading...)



Coach MJ

BuildWealthWhileYouTravel.com

Frustrated by

Repeated Failure to

Launch Your Coaching

Business & Now Not

Sure You Can Do It?

Well, no worries because you CAN...with my help. I'll show you in

4 simple maneuvers to create an epic coaching business when

you attend the upcoming 4-day Build Wealth While You Travel

Challenge.

Click below now to reserve your VIP seat now!

Reserve My Seat!
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